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BIRTH CERTIFICATES ARE BONDS
REMEDIES AND SOLUTIONS FOR YOUR CASH FLOW
SITUATION
By Judge Navin-Chandra Naidu
Inspect the four corners of your birth certificate, and you will invariably find a name
of a bank. Why is a bank’s name appearing on your birth certificate? The simple
answer is that your birth certificate is a bond (debt instrument) which the government
uses to exchange for ready cash knowing that you will be alive for another 70 years
minimum from womb to tomb, and that your birth certificate is a constant source of
funds and finances for the government. Your birth certificate bond is usually worth a
minimum of 100 million dollars. The cabal keeps you ignorant and makes doubly sure
your enquiries are conveniently avoided. Try writing to the U.S. Treasury for answers
as to why a bank’s name appears on your Birth Certificate !!
Solution 1: You stake a claim based on your birth certificate and demand payment
from the government. They will laugh you off no matter how many federal laws you
cite and quote. Heck, the Secret Service might even charge you for security fraud !!
Solution 2: You issue a scrip for 100 million dollars based on your birth certificate
bond. You then go to a grocery store, a car dealer, a wardrobe retail store, a realtor to
purchase necessaries for yourself and your family. After paying for all these items,
your scrip is now worth 99 million dollars. Do you think you can succeed in this
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venture although your bond (birth certificate) is legal tender? NO. The retailer will
laugh you off.
Solution 3, the only solution: You enter into a contract with a multiplier bank that
identifies and accepts the worth and value of your birth certificate bond, or your
baptismal record, or records of a birth evidenced in a family Bible. That bank agrees
to accept your contract to issue an IBOE (International Bill of Exchange) at an
affordable fee ($500.00 each birth certificate PROVIDED we have at least 20,000
individuals signing up to raise a minimum of $5 million to purchase an IBOE)
which has the potential of supplying you at least 2 million dollars every year for the
next 50 years TAX FREE . The IBOE enters a registered private placement program
that yields a constant cash flow provided the reserves are not depleted but kept aside
for multiplication. It is being done as we speak, but the multipliers, facilitators,
shakers and movers are keeping their cards close to the chest and NOT marketing this
concept. The cabal can be, and is, vicious. This Program is not being facilitated,
enabled, or made possible through cabal protocols. LEARN HOW you can take
advantage of the knowledge to be financially independent.

AGREEMENT BETWEEN STAKEHOLDER (OWNER OF BIRTH
CERTIFICATE) AND MULTIPLIER (BANK THAT PROVIDES THE
PAYOUT)

A. I, ___________________________________________________________,
residing at ________________________________________________________,
email address ______________________________________________________,
and Tel# ______________________ wish to participate in an enterprise to monetize
my Birth Certificate without losing its asset value which I understand to be
approximately USD one hundred million, or its equivalent in precious materials, or
other fungible commodities. This Agreement is between me and the Law Firm of
Naidu Neoh Tangavelu Rayer Chaoui and Engen (Law Firm) in association with the
multiplier bank .

B. I further understand that a large number of participants totaling at least 20,000
individuals from any country will be required to get this enterprise on a firm footing
at a cost of $500.00 per Birth Certificate per person. This Program is impelled by a
desire to aid and assist the man and woman in Main Street America and elsewhere to
realize their financial goals and objectives. The $500.00 is my contribution
(consideration for purposes of contract law) to acquire the necessary knowledge,
and to help purchase the IBOE (international bill of exchange) which will represent
the Birth Certificates as fungible financial instruments that will enter a private
placement program (PPP) whose yield is expected to award me at least two million
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dollars per annum for fifty years as the reserve funds get multiplied and enhanced
over long periods of time. I have read the definition of “multiplier” as gleaned from
Barron’s Dictionary of Finance & Investment Terms, and understand how PPP works.

C. I understand the IBOE can cost as much as USD ten million, and a minimum of
USD five million to purchase using the Birth Certificates as the primary asset.

D. I further understand that this process of reaching the targeted 20,000 Participants
could take 180 days to complete before yields are expected.

E. For taxation and securities laws purposes, I aver and attest that I am an accredited
investor as defined in Rule 501 of Regulation D of the Securities and Exchange
Commission laws. I am thus exempt from registration.

DEFINITION OF AN ACCREDITED INVESTOR, 17 CFR 230.501 (a) (5): Any
natural person whose individual net worth, or joint net worth with that person's
spouse, exceeds $1,000,000. ( My Birth Certificate is worth $100 million. Under the
law, I qualify.)

F. I further understand that the $500.00 will be refunded to me within 365 days if
the targeted 20,000 persons participation is not reached, or if I elect to withdraw
for whatever reason.

G. Upon reaching the 20,000 Participants target, payout should materialize within 180
days of the IBOE placement in the PPP with the issuance of a debit card in my name
or in the name of a trust or foundation of my choice.

H. Nobody or no entity has duped me or deceived me by representing that this is a
solicitation for an investment. I want to learn how to become financially independent.
I have performed my due diligence.

I. I understand that I may be able to nominate beneficiaries to receive the funds in my
behalf by informing the law firm, its associates, and partners. I shall send a notarized
affidavit or a power of attorney to inform the law firm the names and addresses of my
beneficiary or beneficiaries.
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J. I swear under penalty of perjury that I am not participating in this endeavor to
undermine the massive help this program can bestow upon the man and woman in
Main Street, USA or elsewhere; nor am I an undercover agent for any government, or
a whistleblower engaged in an exercise in entrapment because this program is being
conducted under ecclesiastical and tribal law jurisdictions overseas. This means
that this Agreement is between me and a tribal government’s law firm operating
within the jurisdiction of Indian country as defined and declared in 18 United
States Code § 1151.

K.
1. I shall include one MoU Agreement signed by me and witnessed for each new
package of documents and certificates submitted by me. If there are others in
my immediate family who wish to join this endeavor and submit their
certificates, I shall include their names as well in the space provided for this at
the end of said MoU Agreement. I shall enter my data very carefully so it is
readable so that my documents can be processed and recorded correctly.
2. If I later desire to send in more certificates, I will send in a new MoU for those
certificates. I understand that previous MoUs will not be modified to list the
new certificates.
3. I shall enclose a copy of all pages this signed MoU Agreement with all pages
initialed. I shall print all documents on only one side of the page, not on both
sides, and I shall not staple the pages together but use paper clips in orderto
enable trouble-free scanning of these documents.
4. I shall enclose a copy of each Certificate of Live Birth (or baptismal record,
hospital records, family bible entry, naturalization certificate or death
certificate), not the originals.
5. If I am submitting death certificates, I shall sign a notarized affidavit
explaining my blood relationship to the deceased persons that I am claiming to
be my family members. I shall also include notarized affidavits from two
others who can affirm my relationship to the deceased for a total of three
affidavits for each death certificate.
6. I shall go to http://monetizecolb.org/signup.php and register as a member.
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7. I shall go to http://monetizecolb.org/wireinfo.php to have the latest wiring and
packaging instructions sent to the email address I registered in my member
record. I shall look for this email in my Spam folder if necessary.
8. I shall prepare the payments for each certificate according to the WireInfo
instructions ($500.00 for the Knowledge Village fee for each certificate).
9. I shall obtain two copies of the wiring instructions prepared by the bank or
money transfer service I use.
10. I shall make certain my member login name, name, email, transaction ID and
actual amount sent are clearly marked onthe wire instructions.
11. I shall enclose one copy of the bank's wiring instructions as proof of payment.
12. I will prepare a money order or certified check to pay $50.00 for each
certificate as the administrative fee as specified in the WireInfo email and mail
as as specified in #15 below..
13. If I want confirmation of the packages receipt by NALJC, I shall send the
package by certified, registered, priority or express mail. If I want further
confirmation I shall include a self-addressed stamped envelope which will be
returned with a note if there are any discrepancies.
14. I understand there are no further confirmations by phone, email or personal
visit.
15. I shall mail the documents and administrative fee to
Native American Law and Justice Center,
PO Box 186,
Swanton, Ohio 43558.
16. I shall keep a copy of these documents for my private records.
17. I shall Login and enter a record for each MoU, CoLB, Affidavit and payment I
have submitted when the facility is available.
18. I understand that the process to check the status of my documents and account
is that I shall Login to my member account and review it periodically.
19. I understand that if I am notified of errors in my submission of payments or
documents by mail or email, I shall mail in the correct documents and
payments and a copy of that notice of the errors. I understand that sending
back extra copies of correctly submitted documents creates confusion and is
not wanted.
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